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London Supernova 
The Pataphysics of Urban 
Fragmentation

‘Pataphysics will examine the laws governing exceptions and will explain the  
universe supplementary to this one. 
Alfred Jarry 

The science of stellar evolution seeks to understand how stars are formed from 
clouds of gas and dust, grow in mass with orbiting planetary systems and eventually  
explode as supernova. We tend to conceive of the universe as unchanging 
and eternal; the reality is that it is in a constant flux of birth and death. Cities are 
much the same: they grow rapidly when economic conditions are favourable, pull- 
ing in immigrants and developing mass in the form of physical infrastructure. But 
as conditions change they become unstable, hollow out and fragment. 

London is a case in point.  In ancient times a satellite of Rome, London subsequently 
grew to become a global centre of gravity.  But is it now approaching its 
own supernova phase?  Over the last thirty years the city has exploited the growth 
of global financial markets while slowly unpicking its social infrastructure. The result -  
a bloated and unbalanced city propped up by precarious real estate prices. 
The most global of cities, London is now the most exposed to the disintegration of 
the international system of free trade and cooperation established in the middle of 
the twentieth century. 

Dip 1 will speculate on the potential of this particular moment in the evolution of 
the city. Our research will focus on the tension between urban density and frag- 
mentation, the centre and the satellite, the collective and the atomised. This enquiry  
will include the role of technology in altering our experience of time, space and 
location.  We will use the imaginary science of pataphysics as a research  
methodology: a mystical nineteenth century literary device, pataphysics explores the 
uncertain, the exception and the surreal. We will continue to encourage filmic and 
time-based representational techniques, large-scale model making and engage 
ment with the mythical. The resulting speculations for a future London will push 
the limits of the polemic in order to tease out the possible.
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Pataphysics: The Swerve, 
Alignment, Exception and Paradox
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Alfred Jarry

‘Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solutions, which symbolically attributes 
the properties of objects described by their virtuality to their alignments, 
Alfred Jarry 

Dip 1 is interested in the exploration of alterity, or ‘otherness’ in architecture and 
we look to art and literature to find the necessary tools. Pataphysics, a ludic 
invention by writer Alfred Jarry and friends, proposes an alternative universe 
based on exceptions rather than the general. Descriptions are many, varied and 
slippery. It is the “science of that which is superinduced upon metaphysics, 
whether within or beyond the latter’s limitations, extending as far beyond 
metaphysics as the latter extends beyond physics.” 
Pataphysics uses science and rationality as a springing point 
towards absurdity and speculation. As such it is a critical tool that can be used to 
explore gaps, alignments chance encounters, anomalies and paradoxes. 

Pataphysics was influential in early 20th century art and literary movements  
such as Dada, Surrealism, Ouilipo and the situationistsit (also influencing thinkers 
such as Jean Baudrillard). These movements developed during times of great 
paradigm shift in technology, culture and politics. We are expecting something 
similar now. Digital technology allows us to work anywhere, anytime; we can travel 
further and faster; new media both connects and provides us with fictional space. 
Ever new discoveries are being made in particle physics and sub atomic 
behaviours. These new paradigms in science will inevitably  have an effect on the 
development of the city, but in many ways, new ideas in culture, politics and 
modes of living are also needed. 

Dip 1 will use Pataphysics as a lens to examine the contemporary processes at 
play in the rapid growth of London and its real and possible demise as a 
‘supernova’ city and as a tool to design a critical future scenario - a pataphysical 
science fiction. 



        

London: Real, Imagined and  
Elsewhere

London, like a giant star, has a tremendous force of gravity. It is a city with an  
intense  history and economy that has created a growing dense mass. Like all stars 
it has planets that rely on it; the commuter towns, and  once autonomous regional 
cities. London’s influence during the British Empire encircled 
the globe. Indeed its globalism goes right back to its origins as the 
city of Londinium, outpost of Rome. It has grown organically with little master planning. 
The industrial revolution saw a huge rise in population and then two world wars 
created brief moments of decline. Post war rebuilding included utopian social 
programs which have steadily declined after the early 1980s only to be replaced by an 
economy based on banking, service industry and property speculation. The economic 
booms have created new population growths and new infrastructural programs that 
have changed the nature of the outer edges of London. 

The enclosing infrastructures of the ‘circular road’, suburbia, the M25 
‘orbital’ and the Green Belt were at various stages considered to be the periphery, 
but have been continually densified and engulfed as the city sprawled outwards  
closer to the satellite towns. However, the notion of land for profit created a spiralling 
increase in property value which is pricing many Londoners out of the capital. Add to 
this the uncertainty of Brexit and  the  digital future of cities. So the relationship of the 
interior to the exterior will inevitably change. The gravitational pull of the city will wane. 

Dip 1 invites students to speculate on the fragmented future of London. A future in 
which there is focus on the exterior both locally and globally. Decentralisation, and an 
emphasis on multiple centres, or indeed the notion of satellite institutions and nuclear 
cities may address the future of living and working. Cities are not only built on function, 
politics, and economy, but also on the myths of the past and fictions of the future. 
The city, like art and literature is also a poetic expression of our imagination. 
Ever fluid, the imagination moves between reality and dream. 
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Year Overview

Term 1 consists of three phases and focuses on developing an understanding 
of the formation of London, its relationships within, its outer edges, its global 
connections and speculations on it’s future. ‘Pataphysics’ will be our critical and 
conceptual tool to examine the cosmic ‘pataphor’ of the Supernova in relation to 
London and it’s future. 

Within the first three weeks, students will identify an issue and concern that will 
become the basis for selection of a site and further research. Science, literature, 
art and film will become generative tools for research, formulation of brief and 
strategic design speculation in the final phase. By the end of the term students will 
develop their design thesis for a post ‘supernova’ London in the form of strategy 
drawings (maps and plans), models and video. A book will be created to document 
the term’s work. 

Term 2 will lead to detailed architectural proposals through three phases. 
Hypotheses developed in the first term will be developed further through detail 
drawings, models and video tests to form a defined brief. Students will develop 
ideas from Term 1 through physical ‘film set’ models and technical experimentation 
that will form the basis of the TS document to be completed by the end of the 
second term. Experimentation through drawing, material testing and model making 
and video will be paramount. The book started in term 1 will be added to with the 
documentation made in term 2. 

Term 3 will consist of two phases focusing on final project consolidation and final 
documentation / representation. As well as the final portfolio sheets, models, and 
other forms of representation, each student will also de finalise a folio book that will 
be also be a designed document and artefact in itself. 

I am Universal, I burst; 
I am Particular, I contract; 
I become the Universal, I laugh 
Pataphysics and the Revelation of Laughter 
Rene Daumal 
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Year Overview 
Seminars and coursework

History & Theory 
Students joining Dip 1 should have an interest in art and cultural theory and have 
a desire to translate this into design. Students are encouraged to combine HTS 
with their project research and conceptual grounding. 

Technical Studies 
Structure, environment and material construction are essential and integral to the 
design process. Technical  research should be documented and collated as an 
ongoing process in order to support concepts and build a viable technical study 
that underpins the main design project – based on experimentation and research. 
We will follow TS Option 1 that entails submission in the second term. Students 
should be aware that TS should not be seen as a separate study  
 it is very much a part of the design process. 

Workshops and Seminars 
Term 1 and 2 will include a series of seminars / talks / workshops that will cover 
certain issues of London, concepts of pataphysics, ideas of artists, writers and film 
makers in order to find intellectual and technical methodologies that can become 
both generative and representational. 

Study Visits 
We will initially visit some key locations in London and beyond. The unit trip will be 
to Brussels, Ghent and Bruges 

Design Portfolio 
Students are expected to collate all design material of the year into an A2 por tfolio 
document. As well as this A3 volumes will also be developed and bound at the end 
of the year.This should be an on-going process of collation in order to exhibit the 
volumes at the end of the year. Folio checks will occur at the end of each term. 
Students will be expected to master In-design and elegant layout techniques for the 
folio and the final book.  
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Term 1 

Phase 1 — Beyond the Edge

Weeks 2 – 4 

01.10.18 – 19.10.18 

In the first phase students will examine the urgent questions facing the 
development and decline of London and its local and global relationships in order 
to identify particular concerns locations and sites.  A reading of Pataphysics will  
become the lens through which observations of phenomena, conditions and issues 
will be processed. This research will underpin the formulation of a thesis and brief.  

Sites  may be in London, the suburbs, a satellite town, another part of the world or 
‘off-world’. Studies should be carried out in 
text, drawings (maps / plans / images), models and video, constituting a ‘survey’ 
that will reveal issues in a manner that is both poetic and artistic - alongside the 
normal gathering and documentation of social and physical urban conditions. 
Students will prepare a one minute documentary video that will identify the issues 
and concepts being explored. We will immerse ourselves in pataphysics, magical 
realist cinema in order to study filmic space and its relation to 
architecture and the city. 

Seminars: Pataphysics, London, filmic techniques, cinematic critique 
Workshops: drawing techniques, video camera / editing techniques 
Visits to London Museum s and Galleries 
Tutorials : Tuesdays and Thursdays 
12.10.18 -  Prof. Andrew Hugill talk 
19.10.18 – Pin Up 

In London. Where her implements exact, 
With which she calculates, computes, and scans, 
All distance, motion, magnitude, and now 
Measures an atom and now girds a world? 
In London. Where has commerce such a mart. 
So rich, so thronged, so drained, and so supplied, 
As London,—opulent, enlarged, and still 
Increasing London? Babylon of old 
Not more the glory of the earth than she 
A more accomplished world’s chief glory now. 
London, (last verse), William Cowper 
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Term 1 continued 

Phase 2—The Mis-en-scene - 
Time, Space, Architecture and Film

Weeks 5 – 8 
22.10.18 – 16.11.18 

The relationship between film and architecture is well documented. Film depicts  
space in time. It has the ability to subvert time, viewpoint, composition and light in way  
that ordinary drawing may not. As such it is an important tool to reveal  pataphysical 
concepts and states that exist in real space; the swerves, alignments, exceptions and 
paradoxes. Movement, rhythm, gravity, light, darkness can all be explored in relation 
to the  body, the room,the building and the city - the various  scales of experience in 
space. The film scene has a power to condense an idea about a space, a feeling, a 
concept within a few seconds. The history of cinema is replete with movies that 
contain scenes that compress complex ideas within seconds - capture cultural and 
political commentaries, critical fictions that convey worlds caught between reality and 
imagination.  

Phase 2 will take the observations previously and explore them further  
through visual analysis and site / location exploration. The architectural model as film  
set will become the medium to represent the pataphysical underpinnings of the 
themes being explored. Documented film and architectural precedent analysis will 
become the reference for the design of models, their lighting, pacing, effects and 
content. The model set will provide the basis to explore ideas  
visually atmospherically as a way to research the developing thesis. 

Seminars:  filmic techniques (model making / filming / editing), artist talk 
Workshops: Drawing techniques, video camera / editing techniques 
Tutorials : Tuesdays and Thursdays 
Unit trip in Open Week; 31.10.18 - 04.11.18 - Brussels, Ghent, Bruges  
15.11.18 – Pin -Up 
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Term 1 continued 

Phase 3 — Pata-strategy

Weeks 9 -12 
19.11.18 – 14.12.18 

The process of architectural design requires that we observe, gather and analyse 
data in order develop a position and a hypothesis and thesis. We can then develop a 
strategy - an action plan that aims towards particular goals. However, there maybe 
many strategies which one could pursue. If we consider then that  meta-strategy is 
an overview of these strategies , the Pata-strategy is the search for the  
exceptional, the anomalous and the paradoxical within. One can see this at work with  
artist such as Marcel Duchamp with his games with systems, language and 
viewpoints. Contemporary art owes much to the legacy of Pataphysics that worked 
its way through the work of Dada, Surrealism and Situationists. The strategy of 
détournement, mis-reading and alignment, juxtaposition are methods that can be 
applied in all art forms - art literature, film and architecture. 

Phase three will involve the consolidation of the brief and the development of 
a site strategy  informed by the second phase - the mis-en-scene as described by 
the filmed model. Phase two will indeed spill over into phase 3 - with continued 
model making but this time supported by more drawing. This concluding part of the 
term should be seen as an overviewbeginnings of a thesis -  of the whole term 
represented through drawings / text, models and film - brought together in a book 
format. 

Seminars– Film critique, Artist talk 
Tutorials : Tuesdays and Thursdays 
29.11.18 - Pin-up 
13.12.18 - Jury 

Christmas Break - 15.12.18 - 06.01.19 

Network of Stoppages, Marcel Duchamp
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Term 2 

Phase 1 — Pataphysical 
Phenomena

Weeks 1 - 3 
07.01.19 – 26.01.19 

The second term begins with the intense research into the performative 
qualities that are embedded in the design strategy. For fifth years this work 
feeds directly into the TS and thesis project. We will work with consultants 
to explore and materialise phenomena both invisible and visible through 
investigation, drawing and performative models. 

A) Site and brief: each student should consolidate their final brief as developed 
in term 1, and develop concepts represented through drawings and models. 
 
B) Experimentation: the work here is methodical and physical – through 
drawings, material testing and model making.. Students will 
explore concepts that will be both atmospheric and poetic; eg silence, 
darkness, light, density, porosity, sacredness, formlessness, transgression 
etc. which all have a relation the imagination. The pataphysical narratives and 
references to scientific process that act as metaphors for architectural and urban 
conditions should be continued. 
 
Seminars - Artist Talk 
Tutorials : Tuesdays and  Fridays 
08.01.19 – Pin Up 
10.01.19 – 13.01.19 – Hooke Park 
25.01.19 – Pin Up
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Term 2 continued 

Phase 2—The Pataphysics of 
Fragmentation 

Weeks 4 to 8 
28.01.19 – 01.03.19 

Design Proposition Development 
The design propositions for the thesis project are essentially polemical in 
nature. The intention is that each design should allow an idea to be tested. The 
program will be developed in relation to the existing and planned within the 
chosen sites – extending existing or creating new. The propositions will have 
the potential for experimental occupation. At this stage the TS research and 
conclusions should inform a design proposition. There will be a series of design 
workshops during this phase to accelerate the detail design process. The 
propositions should be critically engaged in relation to the historical, the socio- 
political issues of the site. 

Detail Design / Technical Studies 
The second phase of the term is the heart of the design phase of work. Here 
we develop greater precision issues such as program, circulation, spatial 
disposition and qualities. The design must both reflect the potentialities of 
the site and the thesis position developed in the first term. The physical 
experimentation initiated in Phase two of the term will be continued and 
appraised. All work will be documented through drawings, text, photography, 
video and models. At this point the TS document will be organised and 
compiled. 

Seminars - Drawing representation 
Tutorials : Tuesdays and  Fridays 
05.01.19 - Pin Up 
08.01.19 - Open Jury 
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Term 2 continued 

Phase 3 — A Vision 
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 Weeks 9 to 11  
04.03.19 – 22.03.19 

The thesis for project at the 3rd phase should be consolidated in terms of its location, 
design criteria and describes through documentation of research and design 
proposition through drawings, models and video. By this stage a number of videos 
will have been made and the last few weeks of the term should used to pull material 
together to communicate a coherent vision. Time will be spent on strategic drawings, 
rhino modelling, physical models, model sets for filming and finalising video editing.  

5th year TS work - material testing, performance modelling, drawings and 
documentation - should be finalised and submitted at the end of this phase. The 
portfolio book should be added to with a view to completion in term 3. Students 
should plan for he 4th and 5th Year previews which demonstrates the thesis project 
and and its representation as a portfolio. 

13.03.19 – 4th year previews 
14.03.19 – 4th year previews 
20.03.19 – 5th year previews 
21.03.19 – 5th year previews 

Easter Break 22.03.19 - 22.04.19 

View Through a Park, Jonas Dahlberg
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Outside of this gravitational pull which keeps bodies in orbit, all the atoms of 
meaning lose themselves or self-absolve in space. Every single atom follows its 
own trajectory towards infinity and dissolves in space. This is precisely what we are 
living in our present societies occupied with the acceleration of all bodies, all 
messages, all processes in all possible senses and wherein, via modern media, 
each event, each narrative, each image gets endowed with the simulation of an 
infinite trajectory. Every political, historical, cultural fact is invested with a kinetic 
energy which spreads over its own space and thrusts these facts into a hyperspace 
where they lose all meaning by way of an inability to attain their meaning. It is 
useless to turn to science-fiction: from this point on, from the here and now, 
through our computer science, our circuits and our channels, this particle 
accelerator has definitively disrupted and broken the referential orbit of things. 

Jean Baudrillard,, Pataphysics of Year 2000, The Illusion of the End

Bubble chamber atomic particle traces



Term 3 

Phase 1 — Documenting the Post- 
Supernova Vision

Weeks 1 to 2 
22.04.19 – 03.05.19 

Compilation of the portfolio and completion of drawing set. All outstanding 
drawings need to be completed by the end of the easter break. New final 
drawings Folios are to be formatted and printed at A2 or larger. Each student 
will also design the portfolio booklets. We will go to Hook park on return from 
Easter break in order to complete final models – which are fragments of the 
design project to be filmed for the final edits. 
23.04.19 – Pin Up 

Phase 2— Into The Universe 

Weeks 3 to 6 
06.05.19 – 31.05.19 

The work to date will be appraised and documentation finally collated. The 
material will be the basis of final speculations. The idea of this work is both to 
better represent the ideas of the design itself and to speculate at a bigger scale. 
In other words, this phase asks the question: what is the agency of imagination 
at the scale and the potential of film production 
within the city? 

21.05.18 – Final Jury 
Week 7 - Fourth year final tables are on 04/05.06.19 
 Fourth year work on Projects Review 
Week 8 - Diploma Committee and Hons presentations 12/13/14.06.19 
Week 9 - RIBA Part 2 External Examiners 19.06.19 
Projects Review Show  - 21.06.19
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Crab Nebulas , supernova remnants NASA/ESA/Hubble
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